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1 Introduction

A large variety of mobile robots has blossomed recently, made possible by progresses in energy storage, electronics, processing speed, etc. We have seen these robots performing exploration and navigation tasks in different environments, and demonstrating impressive autonomy. However, the actual programming of complex behaviors, in particular when physical interaction takes place between the robot and its environment, has remained tedious. This work often involves writing and tuning complicated state machines and requires a lot of engineering resources. Machine learning, which aims at specifying complex algorithms by leveraging data instead of just expert knowledge, proposes an alternative path. It appears especially useful for robotic tasks, as these often deal with high-dimensional input and output spaces while relying on a lot of contingent parameter values.

Since the early turtles from Grey Walter whose behaviors were defined by simple analog circuits, many approaches have been developed to specify robot behaviors from recorded training data, forming the field of programming by demonstration. While this field ultimately aims at finding a solution to program any robotic task, currently the choice of the approach mostly depends on the kind of tasks to be executed. Indeed, for robotic arms that can have many degrees of freedom and are required to follow precise trajectories with continuity constraints, regression models have been proposed to extract a functional representation of a trajectory from training data. For example, Calinon et al. [1, 2] use Gaussian models to do regression and generalization between several recorded trajectories. They focus on the replication of a motion primitive and do not tackle a discrete sequence of steps in a task.

On the other hand, several approaches split training sequences into motion primitives by specifying either a structure for the task [3] or a function deciding on a step change, typically looking for discontinuities [4, 5, 6] or using ad-hoc information like contact points [7]. These approaches can handle robotic tasks involving several steps but require a definition, either explicit or implicit, of those steps. As a consequence, they need a lot of parameters that depend both on the robotic system and on the task. Recent work has tackled the question of reducing this number of parameters, for instance by trying to learn both transitions and states in an unsupervised way [8]. However, the latter study concludes that this is not yet possible.

Our aim is to understand the limits of capabilities that can be achieved with a simple, non-parametric system that learns from demonstration. We want to reduce the number of meta parameters to the minimum, because these ultimately have to be given to the system, while still handling tasks consisting of several steps. This paper proposes a system with only $n_s + 2$ meta parameters, where $n_s$ is the number of sensor dimensions. All these parameters are related to the robotic platform and its application, but do not depend on the task. We believe that such a system, should it perform well
enough, would be of tremendous help for developing and deploying robotic applications. Indeed, the current requirement of choosing by hand many parameters is a major obstacle to the deployment of programming by demonstration.

2 Model

Our approach does not try to build a synthetic representation of the training data. On the contrary, the algorithm aims at tracking, in the training data, the most relevant information with respect to the current attempt to reproduce the behavior. More precisely, we build a Bayesian filter in which we assume that both sensor readings and motor commands are conditioned by trajectory and time indices. In this model, replaying is done by inferring the motor commands by marginalization over those trajectory and time indices. The model also assumes that motor commands and sensor observations are available at each time step at a certain constant frequency. This model builds on the work of Pradalier and Bessière [9], adding multiple trajectories.

2.1 Variables

The formal expression of this model involves defining several variables:

- \( \Pi = \{ \zeta_i^t, \upsilon_i^t | i \in (1, N), \forall t \in (1, L_i) \} \) Records of \( N \) trajectories of lengths \( \{L_1, L_2, \ldots, L_N\} \), where trajectory \( i \), at record time step \( t \), has sensor data \( \zeta_i^t \) and actuator command \( \upsilon_i^t \) (vector values). All subsequent formulas are assumed to be conditioned by \( \Pi \).
- \( I_t \) Index of trajectory at replay time \( t \), ranges from 1 to \( N \).
- \( \tau_t \) Position on trajectory at replay time \( t \), ranges from 1 to \( \max_i L_i \).
- \( U_t \) Actuator command at replay time \( t \), vector value.
- \( Z_t \) Observation (sensor data) at replay time \( t \), vector value of \( n_s \) dimension.

2.2 Distributions

We decompose the joint distribution over those variables by leveraging independence assumptions. This leads to a recursive expression of the inference similar to a Bayesian filter (see Figure 1).

The distributions involved are:

- \( p(U_t | I_t, \tau_t) \): not used in the inference directly, see Section 2.3.2,
- \( p(Z_t | I_t, \tau_t) \): an observation model,
- \( p(I_t | I_{t-1}) \): transition between trajectories,
- \( p(\tau_t | \tau_{t-1}) \): transition from a time step to the next,
- \( p(I_{t-1}, \tau_{t-1} | Z_{1:t-1}) \): result of the previous step of inference.

Figure 1: The graphical representation of the model and the corresponding decomposition.
2.2.1 Parameters

Our model has only \( n_s + 2 \) meta parameters: \( \theta_I \) and \( \theta_\tau \) that control transitions, plus a single parameter \( \sigma_{\zeta_k} \) for each sensor dimension \( k \). This parameter is related to the scale of variation: it basically states when two values are different. It is important to note that this parameter is only lower-bounded by the noise of the sensor but is mostly governed by the semantics of the values. This means that for two sensors adequately measuring the same quantity, this value would be the same even if one sensor is less noisy than the other. For example, for an outdoor wheeled robot, both differential GPS and odometry give an information on the position, but with a different precision. In that case, if the task is just to reach a large area, the scale factor can be in the order of the meter for both sensors, even if the d-GPS can achieve better precision. Hence while the \( \sigma_{\zeta_k} \) parameters might vary for different application contexts, they would be similar for different tasks within the same context, like reaching different areas in the preceding example.

2.2.2 Observation model

The observation model is not trivial, in particular because in some runs, two successive data points can be as far away as 90% of the space. Therefore, a simple Gaussian modeling sensor noise situated on the data points is not enough, as it would lead to infinitesimal probabilities when two successive data points are very far away. To cope with this, we consider that the observations are sampled from a piecewise linear function. Thus, we convolve a Gaussian with both segments in observation space linking observations at time \( t - 1 \) and \( t \), and \( t \) and \( t + 1 \):

\[
p(Z_t|I_t = i, \tau_t = j) = \prod_k \left[ \int_{\zeta_j}^{\zeta_{j+1}} \frac{1}{2(\zeta_j - \zeta_{j-1})} N(t, \sigma_{\zeta_k}^2) dt + \int_{\zeta_j}^{\zeta_{j+1}} \frac{1}{2(\zeta_{j+1} - \zeta_j)} N(t, \sigma_{\zeta_k}^2) dt \right]
\]

This can be implemented efficiently using the \( \text{erf} \) function.

2.2.3 Transition model

The transition model is structured in two parts: the index of the trajectory and the time position in a given trajectory. The distribution over the next trajectory index given the past trajectory index is close to an identity matrix but with uniform probability \( \theta_I \) to jump from one trajectory to another. This ensures a strictly positive lower bound on the probability of each trajectory, which is useful to allow a trajectory that differs from the first part of the observations to meaningfully contribute to the motor commands when the observations start matching again:

\[
p(I_t|I_{t-1}) = \begin{cases} 1 - \theta_I & \text{if } I_t = I_{t-1} \\ \frac{\theta_I}{N-1} & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}
\]

The transition for the position inside a given trajectory expresses that this position index most likely gets increased by 1 but can also increase by 2 or not increase at all, with a probability \( \theta_\tau \). This allows for slight extensions or compressions of time for the replay, according to the observations:

\[
p(\tau_t|\tau_{t-1}) = \begin{cases} \theta_\tau & \text{if } \tau_t = \tau_{t-1} \\ 1 - 2\theta_\tau & \text{if } \tau_t = \tau_{t-1} + 1 \\ \theta_\tau & \text{if } \tau_t = \tau_{t-1} + 2 \\ 0 & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}
\]

2.2.4 Initial conditions

The initial condition is a uniform distribution over the trajectories and a Dirac delta function on the first time step:

\[
p(I_0 = i, \tau_0 = j) = \begin{cases} 1/N & \text{if } j = 0 \\ 0 & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}
\]

2.2.5 Termination criterion

The task is considered completed if \( p(\tau_t \text{ in last 10 time steps}) > 0.9 \).
2.3 Questions

The inference can be divided into three different questions:

- update due to time, involving the prediction model;
- generation of a command, involving a decision function;
- update due to observations, involving the observation model.

This order is chosen to allow commands to be triggered by time rather than by observation. Indeed, if a change in observation depends on a specific action, the replay needs to actually make this action in order for the sequence to move on.

2.3.1 Prediction update

The prediction update applies the transition models for time and trajectory indices. It corresponds to the following inference:

\[
p(I_t, \tau_t | Z_{1:t-1}) = \sum_{I_{t-1}, \tau_{t-1}} p(I_t | I_{t-1}) p(I_{t-1} | \tau_{t-1}) p(\tau_{t-1} | Z_{1:t-1})
\]

(6)

2.3.2 Getting command \( U_t \) at time \( t \)

The probability of a given command \( U_t \) is the marginalization over trajectory and time indices:

\[
p(U_t | Z_{1:t-1}) = \sum_{I_t, \tau_t} p(U_t | I_t, \tau_t) p(I_t, \tau_t | Z_{1:t-1})
\]

(7)

This expression depends on \( p(U_t | I_t, \tau_t) \), which is not known, and of the prediction update computed above. However, if we assume that the trajectories have been generated by applying a decision function \( D \) on the probability distribution over the commands, and that this function is linear, we do not need to specify \( p(U_t | I_t, \tau_t) \). Indeed, distributing \( D \) in Equation 7 yields:

\[
D(p(U_t | Z_{1:t-1})) = \sum_{I_t, \tau_t} D(p(U_t | I_t, \tau_t)) p(I_t, \tau_t | Z_{1:t-1})
\]

\[
= \sum_{I_t, \tau_t} \nu_{U_t} p(I_t, \tau_t | Z_{1:t-1})
\]

(8)

where we can assume \( D(p(U_t | I_t = i, \tau_t = j)) = \nu_{ij} \). In the end, the command is a linear combination of commands from the reference trajectories.

2.3.3 Taking sensor data into account

The internal state is then finally updated using the observation:

\[
p(I_t, \tau_t | Z_{1:t}) \propto p(Z_t | I_t, \tau_t) p(I_t, \tau_t | Z_{1:t-1})
\]

(9)

3 Experiments

This experiment consists in grasping a polystyrene cube with a miniature mobile robot [10], equipped with a magnetic gripper (Figure 2, left). The robot has 5 degrees of freedom: its two tracks, the elevation and tilt angles of its gripper, and its on/off switch [11]. The sensors consist of a camera and six infrared-based proximeters. The camera is pre-processed to return the position of the cube on the x-axis in the image. The proximeters are pre-processed to return a linearized value.

The cube is placed at a distance of 25–40 cm of the robot, with a horizontal shift of ± 10 cm (Figure 2, right). The robot must orient towards the cube, change the position of its gripper to scan the cube, advance until it is close enough, refine its orientation, turn its gripper back in the grasping
position, and then fetch the cube. We choose this problem because programming and tuning this behavior has required a significant effort in a previous work [12]. We use this scenario to validate the model on a safe system, to study the influence of the parameter $\theta_I$, and to test the interpolation capabilities.

To study the influence of the $\theta_I$, we recorded 20 training runs with the cube at 20 different positions (dashed squares in Figure 2). Then, for 7 different values of $\theta_I$, we tested 3 times the fetching of the cube at 5 different positions, that were not present in the training data (blue squares in Figure 2). The parameter $\theta_I$ is fixed at 0.05. For a value of $\theta_I$ comprised between 1e-0.5 and 1e-2, the success rate is high at about 90% (Figure 3, left). For smaller values, it drops because at some point, the robot either does not move any more or performs a movement repeatedly. When runs are successful, the alignment error is always small and the duration relatively constant (Figure 3, right). We believe that a large $\theta_I$ leads to the best performances because our training runs essentially differ at the beginning, and therefore a large $\theta_I$ allows more possibility to fine tune the behavior afterwards, by jumping to a different trajectory that fits better the observation.

Most of the failures (60%) are linked to the controller stopping the robot indefinitely, due to a fixed or cyclic distribution on $I_t$, $\tau_t$. We attribute this effect to two causes. First, motor commands are discretized with a relatively low resolution, preventing the robot from moving if, for instance, the motor command is 0.4. We could alleviate this problem through temporal dithering, by probabilistically selecting the nearest integers in proportion to their distance. The second problem is due to the servo motors that actuate the gripper. As they are controlled in position, they do not cope well with rapid changes of set points. We have observed that they perform the best when the battery is fully charged, because their speed is directly proportional to the battery voltage. The other types of failure are linked to the robot missing the cube or exiting the experimentation area.

To test the interpolation capabilities, we have used only 6 runs out of 20 (dashed black squares in Figure 2) and applied the same test procedure as before, with $\theta_I$ fixed to 1e-0.5. Out of 15 test runs,
11 were successful, 3 failed because the controller stopped indefinitely, and 1 failed because the robot did not align properly with the cube. In the successful runs, the mean error was 2.1 mm and the mean duration was 99.5 s, which is similar to the results with 20 training runs. This shows that our model is able to interpolate between training data and that its performances degrade gracefully when less data are available.

4 Discussion

Given that $N$ is smaller than $L_i$, and considering that $p(\tau_t|\tau_{t-1})$ is zero excepted when $\tau_t$ and $\tau_{t-1}$ are adjacent or equal, Equations 7 and 9 have a similar complexity of $O(L \times N)$. This complexity is tractable on current laptops, for dozens of trajectories and thousands of time steps.

Because our model takes little a-priori knowledge, its generalization ability is limited. Given meaningful $\sigma_{Ck}$, it can interpolate but not extrapolate. It can, however, use parts of different trajectories during execution. We believe that in many practical scenarios, this is sufficient because extrapolation is not needed or desired. Note that the sensor space should be isotropic, otherwise $\sigma_{Ck}$ has little meaning.

The main theoretical limitation of our model is the lack of abstraction. First, it assumes that no sensor variable is independent of the current action of the robot, as otherwise, because of the low number of demonstrated trajectories, such a variable would disturb the replay. This is a strong limitation, and albeit the application developer could select the variables to give to the model, as we do for the camera, this solution does not fit our philosophy of having as few parameters as possible. Moreover, in some applications [13], the relevant variables change in the course of the trajectory. In the future, we will explore how to identify those that support motor commands, in the direction of [7, 4]. Second, our model is not explicitly able to handle loops, although practically it might be (up to a certain point) due to the non-zero probability of past time steps. We believe that on the long run, trajectory parts should be abstracted and put into relation. This is a difficult problem, and a compression-based approach might be a good research direction.

On the short term, future work includes testing this model on different platforms and comparing its performances with related work on similar tasks. The current lack of common platform/test scenario is an obstacle, that could be alleviated through joint studies.

5 Conclusion

We have presented a system that is able to perform multi-step tasks from demonstration, based on a non-parametric Bayesian model. We have demonstrated the system on a task that proved hard to program by hand, and shown that our model is robust to a large range of values of one of its meta-parameters. Compared to related work, our system is easier to deploy because it has less meta-parameters, while still providing good performances. We believe that this feature renders this work of interest for the programming-by-demonstration community and the robotic-system integrators.
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